Abstract: Social media platforms (SMP) are new resource for data analytics. Multiple aspects can be studied by using its variety of features. Sentiment analysis (SA) is a rising research topic in SMPs. SA approaches on studying and analysing events are still missing several shortcomings. In this paper, we address the problem of ranking event entities and propose a novel approach for this goal. An entity is a person who presents some task in such event, for e.g., a researcher in a conference. To achieve our target, we employ the lexical approach, in addition to associating features from both Facebook and Twitter platforms. We used Facebook reactions also, that not been used in the state-of-the-art approaches. Our results have shown that by associating both features from Facebook and Twitter and by using reactions, we can successfully rank entities participating in a specific event having high precision.
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Introduction
Sentiment analysis is a trending research topic of social media analytics. This is a hard task when applied to social media data because this data is unstructured, messy and unformatted. Hence, this poses the research communities to find new ways to analyse the sentiment. Majority of approaches rely only on text, some of them rely on features such as emoji (Kralj Novak et al., 2015) , and emoticons (Provine et al., 2007) . In this research, we used a recent feature declared by Facebook, which is the 'reaction' that turns the sentiment to be more expressive. In this paper, we used two resources in addition to the mentioned feature to rank entities that participate in a specific event, for instance: singers during festivals or candidates during debates.
Approaches to sentiment analysis can be machine-learning approaches, or lexiconbased learning approaches. A machine-learning algorithm generally builds a classification model on a large annotated corpus. Its accuracy mainly based on the quality of the annotation. Typically, the training process will take a lot of time. Besides, when we apply the algorithm to another domain, the result is usually not good. Compared to a learning machine, lexicon-based uses a sentiment dictionary which does not require storing a huge data corpus and training which improves the whole process. In this paper, we will focus on a lexicon-based method where it is directed by the use of a dictionary which involves the pre-tagged lexicons. The input text is changed to tokens by the Tokenise. Each originally encountered token is then coordinated by the lexicon in the dictionary. If there is a positive match, the score is added to the total score for the input text. For instance, if 'dramatic' is a positive match in the dictionary, then the total score of the text is increased. Otherwise, the score is decreased or the word is tagged as negative.
The overall goal of this work was to perform a sentiment analysis on a particular entity who attends an event, we took as a case study the European festival known as 'Ultra Music Festival' was mined from the popular micro blogging websites Twitter and Facebook.
The social network has turned the web into an area full of comments and opinion. Those opinions serve the goal of the companies in knowing the attitude toward their products. Also, specific events may get benefits from people opinions in the celebrities that they perform on stage in a specific event. So, by taking the feedback of the audience into consideration, the ranking of celebrities in a specific event may improve a specific event for the next years.
The simplest method to rank a celebrity depends on the number of likes, shares and comments. This method, however, can give a totally wrong ranking to a blog in case the comments were not good, which shows that a lot of comments does not mean good things. To overcome these problems, we use sentiment analysis to specify the polarity of comments from users, which can be positive, negative or neutral, and use it as the parameter for ranking blog for celebrity's performance on a stage. Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is the field of study that analyses people's opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards entities such as products, services, organisations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes.
Related work
Several studies were done on the sentiment analysis by using Twitter and Facebook. The semantic analysis is suitable for several applications. In product reviews, the semantic analysis is the second hand for mining the opinion of users about products (Moghaddam and Popowich, 2010) or about movies in the movie reviews system (Zirn et al., 2011; Trindade et al., 2013 ). In the above-related works, the datasets for analysis are divided into extremities based on the rating inside their data. For example, the stars of movie reviews or the score of product reviews, etc. In news and blog contents, (Godbole et al., 2007) they use the system that consists of a sentiment identification phase, which associates expressed opinions with each relevant entity, a sentiment aggregation and scoring phase which scores each entity relative to others in the same class. Sentiment on Facebook is limited to Facebook pages only due to the API privacy on the user's account.
Some of the early and recent results on sentiment analysis of Twitter data are from Go et al. (2009), Birmingham and Smeaton (2010) and Pak and Paroubek (2010) . Go et al. (2009) use distance learning to acquire sentiment data. They use tweets ending in positive emotions like ':)' ': -)' as positive and negative emotions like ': (' ': -(' as negative. They build models using Naive Bayes, MaxEnt, and Support Vector Machines (SVM), and they report SVM outperforms as other classifiers.
Kyoto and Adriani (2015) built an emotion lexicon from Twitter data by utilising Hashtag (tweets) feature as a label to differentiate emotions. They used eight emotion classes comprising of angry, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, trust and anticipation. They ranked the word according to its frequency and remove words with low frequency.
They call the lexicon 'HBE'. Ahmed et al. (2016) analyse different approaches in social media and accuracy in predicting the general election of four countries. They use supervised and un-supervised sentiments to serve their goal. Sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk (2016) is a lexicon base that was applied to assign positive and negative scores in the unsupervised approach. Regarding supervised part, they trained NAÏVE Bayes Classifier and revealed accuracy about 89% of tweets. Ngoc and Yoo (2014) propose a new method to rank a fan page on Facebook. They depend on lexicon-based approach to calculate the polarity of user comments in which it expresses the user opinions, then it's analysed and then used as a parameter to calculate the page rank.
Based on the state-of-the-art analysis, our approach is differentiated from the aforementioned ones by depending on ranking entities through an event by using different features from Twitter and Facebook (Comments, Likes, shares and reactions from Facebook as a strong and a new feature in ranking a blog) as shown in Table 1 , indeed, the others rely on one feature to achieve good results. 
Problem formulation
A planned event is composed of the audience, participants that form this event and have a specific show which denoted by entities (For instance: singer during the festival, candidate during debates), organiser and venue. The audience has a trace on social media against this event, and one of these traces is toward event entities. In here, the goal is to analyse the sentiment of the audience against entities by using lexicon based sentiment analysis approach applied on Facebook and Twitter, using reactions from Facebook as a novel feature. Figure 1 illustrates the generic scene of our ranking model. 
Ranking approach
The main idea behind our work is to detect the sentiments for entities in a specific show during social events using user's opinion. We want to see how much people like/dislike a specific person in an event.
We propose an architecture that is composed of the following components:
• the social media crawler
• the pre-processing module
• the emoji and emoticons
• ranker
• the polarity classifier module.
The first deals with extracting data from Twitter and Facebook. The second applies preprocessing techniques, such as cleaning and normalising text, removing stop words and symbols, dealing with repeated letters and abbreviation, and spelling corrections. The third one is used to extract and then ranking emoji and emoticons that are derived from comments. The last component is dedicated to polarity classification for the comments and posts extracted in previous modules to be categorised into positive and negative sentences. The data extraction module is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
Data crawling
The crawler needs to be able to access public pages in order to scrape and share it correctly. The pages should be visible to the crawler. In this step, we crawl data from Facebook and Twitter for both event and entity pages.
Twitter crawler. Users on Twitter generate over 400 million Tweets every day. Some of these Tweets are available to researchers and practitioners through public APIs for free.
Since there is a lot of information, we filtered the tweet with the information we need. Since we want to analyse the sentiment of the tweet comments, we used the tweet id, text, Username, Screen name, Date and number of re-tweeted times in this blog. In the next step, we crawled the comments on each blog; we use the search method to get comments on each post. In addition, we get raw information like the tweet status. The information that we extract from this information is: the comment Id, Tweet id (parent id), comment text, number of likes on this comment, username who write this comment and finally its creation date.
Facebook crawler. Facebook offers a secure HTTP-based API. It allows developers to query public posts of specific users or organisations via authenticated HTTP calls. To get started, we need a personal Facebook account. With that account, we access the Facebook Developers website. From that site, there is 'Tool & Support' menu at the top, a very useful application called 'Graph API Explorer'. We use this application to connect with Facebook. Calls to the Facebook Graph API must be authenticated in which each Graph URL invoked by us must contain a valid access token. Unfortunately, tokens eventually expire, so we cannot simply use the one from the Graph Explorer in our crawler. Because we do not want to manually provide a new token every time the crawler runs, we suggested letting the crawler fetch a new access token each time it runs before attempting to download any posts.
Luckily, the Facebook Graph API offers an easy way to get a fresh access token in exchange for a permanent 'app id' and 'app secret'. Facebook demands from you to create first a Facebook application to obtain them.
We use this API to collect data from pages. The API returns each post with its likes and reaction and comments. In addition, it does not contain any limitation on the number of posts it can get.
Pre-processing module
After crawling data from Twitter and Facebook, some noise data need to be cleaned. In this phase, we will explain how we clean this data (text). Different steps were applied to achieve our goal:
Text extraction: The Blogs extracted from API are in JSON (javascript object notation) format from which the text only needs to be extracted. The blog is extracted into tokens.
Lowercase conversion: Tweet may be normalised by converting it to lowercase which makes its comparison with an English dictionary easier.
Stop word removal:
Due to their high frequency of occurrence, their presence in text mining presents an obstacle in understanding the content of documents. Word like: 'and, but, Or' are considered to be as noise words, so we have to remove them.
Detecting language: The blogs should be checked if they are in English version or not, since all steps of pre-processing works are in the English version.
Repeated letters:
We replace repeated occurrences of letters to a maximum of two repetitions per character to bring down the number of features. Words like 'woooooooow' is replaced into 'wow' and the sentiment of the word will increase/ decrease according to the sentiment of the word by 0.1.
Dealing with apostrophes:
Since query to database load errors due to the apostrophe and since POS tagger does not detect this latter then some words like 'isn't' was then replaced with the words 'is not'. Table 2 shows some of the words with the apostrophe are returned to their origin.
Table 2
Set of rules for handling apostrophe
Rule Example
Abbreviation: We use abbreviation dictionary and map the terms to their corresponding full forms. It also contains some commonly miss-spelled words-for example btw; gr8, etc. are mapped to the word alright. An excerpt is shown below (Table 3) : Spellcheck: The miss-spelled word frequency is generally high in microblogging. This function will take the text, check each word in the text, and correct it.
Remove symbols: Removing noise data like '@, /, etc.' is a part of pre-processing. This function takes the text as a parameter text and returns this text without useful symbols.
Spellcheck:
The miss-spelled word frequency is generally high in microblogging. This function will take the text, check each word in the text, and correct it.
Stemming: It is the text normalising process of reducing a derived word to its roots or stem (Alistair and Diana, 2006) . For example, a stemmer would reduce the phrases 'stemmer', 'stemmed', and 'stemming' to the root word 'stem'. The advantage of stemming is to make a comparison between words simpler, as we do not need to deal with complex grammatical transformations of the word. In our case, we employed the algorithm of 'porter stemming' on both tweets and dictionary, whenever there is a need for comparison. For example, the words: 'walking', 'walked', 'walks' could all be reduced to a common representation 'walk'.
Emoji and emoticons ranker
After pre-processing step for text. We extract and rank the emoji and the emoticons that could a comment (text) holds.
Ranking emoticons. An emoticon is a typographic display of a facial representation, used to convey emotion in a text-only medium. Like so: ;-), … In order to assess the role of emotions in conveying the sentiment of a text, we have performed a qualitative analysis of a collection of English comments. We randomly sampled this content from search results from Twitter and Facebook. To gain insights from these emoticons, we prepared an emoticon dictionary that maps an emoticon (in Unicode format) to its sentiment. The Table shows some of the emoticons and their values. We rank emoticons with the help of emoji tracker. Emoticons with rank -1 or 1 were enough to rank the text without using sentiments for text because we believe that these emoticons can give accrue results compared to the accuracy of the text.
Ranking emojis. We used EmojiTracker to rank Emojis. 
Polarity classification
In this step, we classified the comments and posts identified into positive, negative and neutral sentences. Calculating the polarity of each comment is very important to determine the overall sentiment for each post. Different steps were taken into consideration in order to classify a blog.
Sentiment score of comments. After pre-processing step for text. We extract and rank the emoji and the emoticons that could a comment (text) holds.
Ranking emoticon
In this step, we classified the comments and posts identified into positive, negative and neutral sentences. Calculating the polarity of each comment is very important to determine the overall sentiment for each post. Different steps were taken into account in order to classify a blog. We estimate the score by using SentiWordNet. The SentiWordNet (Sentiwordnet. isti.cnr.it, 2016) is a document resource which contains a list of English terms which have attributed a score of positivity and negativity. SentiWordNet provides this information which is extracted and matched to produce an overall score and hence predicting the expression expressed in the document. It is made up of tens of thousands of words, their meanings, part of speech represented and the degree of positivity and negativity of the word, ranging from 0 to 1. These words were all derived from the WordNet 2.0 database, which is a database made up of English words and their meanings where terms are organised according to semantic relations or meanings. These words are all grouped by their synonyms into what is called synsets. So basically, SentiWordNet extends the WordNet by adding subjective information (+ or -) to every word in the database.
First, we split the sentence on each point or apostrophe, and then each part is passed to a POS-Tagger to detect the type o After splitting the sentence, we use the POS tagger to detect the type of each word so that the output of POS tagger will be the input of SentiWordNet. The type of word should be adjective; adverb, noun or verb while other types like pronouns and determiners should be removed because SentiWordNet net does not accept any of these.
But, the output of Post Tagger differs from the input of SentiWordNet. So, we made a correlation between the values in order to have a common format for the input of SentiWordNet. Table 4 shows how we perform a correlation between POS tagger and SentiWordNet Figure 3 . Table 4 Correlation between POS tagger and SentiWordNet Intensifier scores. Some paper on sentiment analysis (Alistair and Diana, 2006; Polanyi and Zaenen, 2006) have implemented intensifiers using addition and subtraction, if the word has the value 3, an amplified adjective would have the value of 4, and the reduced adjective has the value of 2. One problem with these methods is the precision of score because the effect of intensifier should be based on the score of an adjective which they follow (e.g., Truly terrible and truly nice). If we use the score for this situation, truly has the score 2, terrible has the score -3 and nice has the score 3, so truly terrible has the score -3 + 2 = 1 and truly nice has the score 3 + 2 = 5. The precision of this method is not accurate. The final score after applying the intensifiers depend on the original score of the adjective; it makes our method more effective. We use percentages (%) for our intensifier model, we apply the intensifier for all adverb words because intensifier words are returned by the POS tagger as adverbs. Table 4 gives some examples of intensifiers. The value of words depends in most cases on SentiWordNet and others on previous works.
POS tagger output SentiWordNet
Negation shift scores. The obvious approach to negate is simply to reverse the polarity of the lexical item next to a negation, changing good (+3) into not good (-3). We may refer to switch negation (Sauri et al., 2014) . In some research, they use switch negation (Koto and Adriani, 2015) which is the simplest way to change the sentiment score of words, changing the mark from plus to minus and vice versa. In this way, the advantage is the level of a word after combining it with negations like not, none, nothing, etc. It seems to work well in certain cases. Negation plays an important role in polarity analysis. One of the example sentences "This is not a good movie" had the opposite polarity from the sentence "This is a good movie", although the features of the original model would show that they had the same polarity.
In our work, we depended on this method and we reversed the values of the adjective when negation is found. To reach our goal, we used tree dependency from POS tagger which determines the negation. So, for a sentence with a negative term in new negation word list, the Stanford parser, one of the most popular POS parsers (Oktay et al., 2014) , is used to assign POS tags to each word, identify how different words interact in a sentence and identify the syntactic relationship in a sentence. The word(s) which has/have relations with the negation term in a sentence are (are) decided by the dependency tree produced by the Stanford parser and shows in the same bracket.
Exclamation scores. Exclamation marks could play a role in increasing or decreasing the sentiment of adjectives, for example, when someone says 'amazing', it differs from someone saying 'amazing!!!' 'Amazing!!!' means that the user wants to say more than just amazing, so exclamation mark was found to help him express better.
Sentiment of comment.
First, we checked if the text contains emoji and emoticons, if so, we have to check the values of these emoji/emoticons where values equal to 1/-1 are considered to be enough to give sentiment for the whole comment because emoji/ emoticons are considered to give accrue results more than the sentiment of the text itself. Otherwise, if the text does not contain emoji/emoticons or their values between -1 and 1, then we will start ranking the text according to different steps. The first step, we split each comment in the text and Marx. After that, we pass the text into POS tagger to get the type of each word. Then, we apply tree dependency to detect negations in the text. We pass each adjective, adverb, verb and noun into SentiWordNet. If the word has intensifiers inside, we use the table of intensifiers to extract the 'intensifier score'. Getting out the intensifier score, we use intensifiers as the modifiers of words in the sentences Senti (word)*(1 + value (intensifier)). Referring to the polarity of the adjective which has the negation word, we choose the right score. If the word is positive, the score will be the opposite and positive if the word is negative. Also, we check if the sentence contains exclamation mark and we give rank 0.1 or 0.2 from the text according to the number of exclamation marks, since 'like' is one of the specific characteristics. When a user clicks on the like button of one comment, it shows that people have the same opinion about the information they see. Consequently, in sentiment analysis of this is very important, because the number of likes on one comment allows symbolising the number of users with the content of this comment.
Sentiment of a post. In a post, there are many features that could affect the sentiment of this post. The first is the sentiment of the comments that we dealt with in the above part. The second is the number of likes on this post. Regarding Facebook, we have a new feature that we are going to talk about which is the reactions on Facebook. Reactions could give us more accuracy of how people feel toward this post, as many people like a post but actually they have different points of view. The third is that we believe that sharing a specific post could give us a sign about how many persons agree on this post.
Likes: Clicking Like is an easy way to let people know that you enjoy it without leaving a comment. Just like a comment, liking a post is visible below. Regarding Facebook, we have a new feature called reactions. Reactions, a new feature in Facebook's ubiquitous like button that allows you to respond to posts with emoji. Regarding Twitter, the values of like were taken into consideration, according to the threshold of likes (equation (2)), the threshold of likes are calculated among the number of posts we get through our database and get the Average of likes so: ] and is the number of blogs
Reactions: Reactions play a vital role in the accuracy of the people opinions about a specific post. Reactions contain, wow, love, ha-ha, sad, angry. And calculated in equation ( 
Shares: First, to rank a share counts on a post, we consider it as 'THRESHOLD_SHARE' where we take an average of the shares over the post that we crawl from twitter /Facebook. For example, let's suppose that we get 10 posts from a Facebook page and each post has a certain number of shares. So, we get the average of shares post among these 10 posts. So the formula will be as follows equation (4) ] and is the number of blogs
Sentiment score of entity: After calculating the score of one post, based on the posts on event page, we can get the entity score by combining the result we get for each entity from the page of the event and from the page of the entity and specifically from the post that is related to this entity. So first of all, we get our values by calculating the average of the posts for a specific entity in a specific event. Finally, after having both results from both resources, we consider that Twitter and Facebook are both considered as good social media in evaluating our results. So, ranking celebrities from both resources will be taken as 50% from each resource and the final formula will be represented as follows equation (5):
Experiments
In our work, we analysed the score of the celebrity who attended a festival through Facebook and Twitter. To achieve our goal, we relied on a famous festival to test our algorithm. Ultra-Music-Festival was chosen to reach our aforementioned goal. Ultra-Music Festival is an annual outdoor electronic music festival that takes place during March in the city of Croatia, Spain. As a case study, we will work on three celebrities who attend ultra-Europe in July 2016 and we are going to rank them to see who liked him the most. The first one is 'Hardwell'; second celebrity is David Guetta and third celebrity is Dash Berlin. The analysis of the dataset of these festivals are shown in Table 5 . After presenting both Twitter and Facebook sources for celebrity ranking, Figure 4 shows us the celebrity that people like the most who was Hardwell, then Dash Berlin and finally Guetta. These results depend on lexicon base 'SentiWordNet' which we use for ranking comments in addition to other features: likes reaction and shares which. Figure 4 shows that Hardwell gets the highest ranking with a value of 0.689; also it shows that Dash gets 0.662 and David 0.45. In Figure 5 , we show the celebrities of all the festivals. As shown we can see how they are ranked, where the top celebrities are from DashBerlin festival. From the experiment result, we could see that the results were good enough to be used for any event that occurs as we notice that the field of sentiment analysis is an exciting research direction due to a large number of real-world applications where discovering people's opinion is important in better decision-making. Social media is the easiest and fastest way to source and identify what people are saying and how they are feeling about different events. Such an analysis can be applied for prediction as well as monitoring disorder during public events. 
Discussion and future work
In this paper, a novel approach proposed to detect the sentiment of the persons who are responsible to present something during an event. We named them event entities. The goal was to rank them by analysing the disseminated opinions on Facebook and Twitter, by employing a lexicon approach, associated with new features from social media. Facebook reactions used as key features in our ranking model. Our results have shown the ability of our approach to producing ranked entities in a festival event. However, this work has some limitations, the major one is the pre-definition of the entity page on Facebook manually which is time-consuming, second: this ranking model relies only on sentiment analysis and assistant features to produce ranked results, which prove its reliability but not completeness. However, this research has some limitations:
• the important to define an approach that finds entity pages on Facebook automatically
• to combine our sentiment ranking model with other models such as learning to rank which considered more precise.
